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ABSTRACT. A continuous EC.:vI profilc (strong acid conccntration) has bcen
measured along the 2191 m of ice core recovered at Byrd Station, Antarctica, in 1968.
The EC\:r profile reveals continuous and systematic seasonal changes which are used
for dating the ice core back to 50000 BP.Hammer and others: ECM stratigraphic
dating- of Byrd Station icc core, Antarctica

INTRODUCTION

The ECl\! technique has becn used to identify seasonal
snow-accumulation layers in ice cores to great depths
Hammer, 1983), and is a valuable interprctative tool in

dating complicated ice-sheet chronologies, especially
wht'n used in conjunction with mt'asurements made on
other physical and chemical parameters of the core
Steffensen, 1988; Hammer, 1989). Unlike the volcanic-

debris index horizons, the seasonality of acid peaks is
mainly caused by a combination of seasonal changes in
the sources of H2SO+ and Hl\03 as exemplified for the
Bvrd Station core by Hammer: 1983).

BACKGROUND

The Byrd Station, W cst Antarctica (BOC S, 1200 Wi, deep
ice core (BS68) is 2191 m long and represents the second
continuous ict' cort' drilled to bedrock through a polar ice
sheet (Camp Century (1966) was the first). The vertical
thickness of the ice sheet at Byrd Station is 2164 m. The
discrepancy between core length and vertical thickness is
accounted for by the 15" inclination measurement at the
bottom of the borehole. At bedrock, the interface
temperature of the ice is at the pressure-melting point of
-] .8'C (Ueda and Garfield, 1969). The drill site is located
about 600 km from the coast and 1530 m a.s.1. Today's
mean annual surface temperature is -28°(; and the area
receives about 10 cm w.e. precipitation per yt'ar (reported
values rang-e from 8 to 12 cm icc a-1 (Gow and others,
]972)). The low mean annual surface temperature at
Byrd Station precludes the existence of summer temper-
atures above the melting point, Consequently, no
disruption of summer snow layers takes place by melting
nor has melting occurred during- the recorded past. The
BS68 core is essentially free of visibly observed melt

features or dirt bands, but it did contain locally visibly
derived volcanic ash layers from the Executive Range,
West Antarctica (Gow and Williamson, 1971). Since it
was recovered in 1968, a variety of glaciochemical and
climatic studies have been performed on the core (e.g.
Johnsen and others, 1972; Thompson and others, 1975;
Cragin and others, 1977; Hammer, 1982; Palais and
Legrand, 1985; Langway and others, 1988). Althoug-h
these studies have added greatly to our knowledge of the
climatic and paleo-environmental conditions existing
during the \Visconsin ice ag-e and the post-g-lacial
Holocene period, most of the published scientific
informa tion was derived by performing seq uen tial
analyses on non-continuous or on selected depth intervals
of the core. This was done because of both practical and
technical limitations, e.~. unsatisfactory core quality or
continuity or restraints in techniques available at the time,

In contrast to the thrt't' Greenland deq1 ice cores from
Camp Century, Dye 3 and Summit, the BS68 core
contains a high acid content over the core interval
represented by the \Visconsin icc a~e. In the Arctic
regions of the Northern Hemisphere, large amounts of
unconsolidated loess and alkaline-earth rna terials were
swept from the continents and exposed continental shelves
during low sea levels and neutralized the acid atmos-
pheric aerosol (Cra~in and others, 1977; Hammer and
others, 1980, 1985). A straight-forward detection of
seasonal changes in acidity and acid volcanic signals by
the electrical ECM method (Hammer, 1980) is not
possible in Greenland ice cores over the ice-core intervals
covering- g-lacial ages, because of their alkaline compos-
ition; the ECM can probably be used as a dating tool also
for alkaline ice but this interesting possibility is beyond
the scope of this paper and requires further studies on
alkaline ice. The calibration curve used for the BS68 core
was [H + J = 0.04S.Il.73, where H+ is given in {leq. kg-1

and the electrical current in /lAo
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In addition, at some Greenland locations, such as Dye
3, an averagc of almost 6% of thc annual accumulation
layers consist of summer melt features (Herron and
others, 1981), which also complicates the acidity record
(Hammer and others, 1987; Clausen and Hammer, 1988;
Clausen and Langway, 1989).

However, in general, strong acids represent an
important component of the total chemical constituents
found in polar ice and the cores mirror major changes in
the past atmospheric content of acidic trace gases such as
Nj:),r, SO;r and HC!. This papcr prcsents a stratigraphic
daling of the Byrd Station core based on a study of
continuous measuremcnt of the atmospheric aeidity-
concentration levels inferred by using the ECM tech-

-niq ue on the BS68 core remaining at the time of the
measurement (1982).

SAMPLES

Ccrtain depth intcrvals or sections of both the Grecnland
and Antarctic cores when recovered were highly fractured
and brokcn over an idcntifiable depth interval, the so-
called "brittle zone" (Shoji and Langway, 1985). This
brittle zone is at least in part caused by clathrate-hydrate
formation which takes place at a depth where a
combination of high maximum stresses and minimum
temperatures exist at their in-situ confining environment.
Immediately after drilling, the core undergoes clastic
recovery and, at the surface where the core is subjected
only to ambient atmospheric pressure, severe fracturing of
the core in the "brittle zone" occurs. Also, drilling fluid
may seep into the inner part of the fractured ice mre
within the fractured zone. Removing the outer part of the
ice core in this section is not always adequate to eliminate
contamination. For this reason, the 300-880 m depth
interval of the BS68 core could only be measured for
acidity along a few short sample increments; a continuous
acid-volcanic record is not available here. vVhen the Dye
3 deep-ice core (D3/81) was drilled during the GTSP
1979-81 operation (Dansgaard and others, 1982) and the
GRIP drilling at Summit 1989-92 (johnsen and others,
1992), the occurrence of the brittle zone was anticipated
and proper preparations led to a complete and
satisfactory field measurement of acidity and the
amons.

The BS68 core was drilled about 24 years ago and the
acidity measurements for this study were made about
14years later. As a conscquence, the physical quality of
the core had somewhat deteriorated due to stress
relaxation and the slight temperature variations which
occurred during its long transportation and storage (Shoji
and Lang'way, 1985). This was also the case for the Camp
Century, Greenland, deep-ice core (CC66), which was
analyzed for acidity and reported earlier (Hammer and
others, 1980). On a comparative basis, the BS68 core was
originally recovered in a much better physical and
continuous condition, and the acidity profile was made
using a much-improved measuring technique than was
the case for the CC66 core study; except for the brittle
zone, it was sufficient to remove only 1-2 cm from the
outer part of the BS68 core to obtain reliable and
reproducible ECNI measurements.
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PROCEDURES

The entire BS68 core was measured by the ECM at -
23°C (the temperature in the cold-storage warehouse in
Buffalo), except for about 50 m of selected ice-core
sequences, which were also measured at both -300 and -
12"C in the SG."JY at the Buffalo Icc Core Laboratory.
The laboratory measurements were made in order to
estimate the activation energy Ea for the electrical
conduction process. The calculated Ea was 0.23 eV. This
value was used to calculate the current corresponding to
-14 ec, which was the temperature of the icc cores used
for estahlishing the calibration curve. The acidity of the
BS68 core was measurcd using the electrical d.c.
conductivity method (now commonly called ECM),
which is essentially a measure of the electrical current
(Hammer, 1980). In principle, the EC~l infers the
acidity-concentration level in the ice core, whereas pH
refers to measuremcnts made on melted samples. The
difference is usually of little importance in interpreting
Holocene ice deposits hut, due to chemical reactions in
the liquid state, the two acidity estimates may differ,
especially when large amount of impurities are present.
The latter case was of particular concern in the CC66
study, as the late \Viscomin ice-core samples were found
to contain up to two orders of magnitude higher
impurity content and particle concentrations than did
the Holocene ice (Hammer and others, 1985). Con-
versely, the EClVl measurements made over the glacial
ice in the BS68 core, which has a much lower dust
concentration, were found to follow the empirical (H +)
calibration curve of Hammer (1980). The calibration
curve has later been found to vary somewhat from one
drill site to another but no specific explanation has yet
been found.

The ECM measurements made over the 50000 veal'
chronology _provided more than 1.6 X ] 06 data p~ints
with a resolution of a few millimeters. Liquid-acidity
(pH) and anion-concentration levels of important core
sequences were measured and analyzed by pH and ion
chromatography in both Buffalo and Copenhagen.

DATING THE CORE

The commonly low annual snow accumulation in
Antarctica makes it difficult to use independently the
8180 method to determine accurately seasonal changes
(johnsen and others, 1972; Dansgaard and others, 1973).
Various other indirect dating methods have been used in
the past to date the BS68 core (johnsen and others, 1972;
Thompson and others, 1975; Lorius and others, 1981) but
no acceptable systematic method previously existed for
continuous stratigraphic dating the early Holocene and
late \Viseonsin of the ice core.

The top almost 88 m of the icc core from BS68 was
recovered in an unsatisfactory physical condition which
precluded using it for detailed laboratory analyses. In
order to establish a proper reference horizon for our time-
scale, we first determined two fixed horizons; the AD 1968
snow surface and the AD 1259 volcanic-chemistry strat-
igraphic event (Langway and others, 1988). The AD 1259
layer lies 97.8 m below the AD 1968 surface reference.
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Using the depth-density data for this core interval, we
obtained an average annual accumulation-layer thick-
ness, A, of 11.2 cm of ice equivalent [or the 709 years
represented. A recent integrated study (Langway and
others, 1994) on a new 164 m deep ice core recovered at
Byrd Station in 1989 (NBY-89) provides us with a
detailed up-to-date and continuous annual-layer strat-
igraphic chronology [or the last 1360 years (1989-AD
629). An average icc-layer thickness, A, of II em of ice
equivalent is given for this 1360 year time interval. The
'\JBY-89 core time-scale and chemistry-stratigraphy also
connect with the earlier BS68 core records at several
volcanic and chemical index horizons, including the
prominent AD 1259 event. These results substantiate our
upper profile time-scale and further establish the AD 1259
event as a fixed, pronounced and reliable inter-hemis-
pheric reference level for the neVi results presenter! here.

Figure I shows examples of the acid seasonal
variations at several representative depths in the BS68
core. Systematic annual curves are very clear for all depth
levels down to about 1600 m. Below this depth, the
seasonal signal becomes more complicated. This change is
most probably related to the large increase in crystal size
which begins here as a result of higher in-situ temper-
atures (Gow and others, 1968) brought about by the
geothermal heat flux and deformation. The systematic
chronological record for the lower part of the core has
been disturbed by non-laminar glacier £low over the
rugged bedrock topography; the lowest 9 m of high-silt
content basal icc, which is not included in our study, is
probably much older than the immediate overlying icc;
the high 8 values (Johnsen and others, 1972) suggest that
Eemian ice is present.

Figure 2 shows the 8]80 curve (Fig. 2a), the ECM
curve (fig. 2b) and the interpreted annual ice-layer
thickness (X) curve (Fig. 2c) for the core. Because of the
missing A data in the brittle zone, our dating of the Byrd
Station core was accomplished by an averaging process
instead of using the actual A versus depth relationship.
The three straight-line segments in Figure 2c represent
hinge points where major changes in average AS occur.
The lines are based on the individual AS over the
respective depth intervals. As shown, the AS decrease
significantly but systematically with depth. The slope of
the curve fi'om near the surface downward shows a
gradual decrease due mainly to deformation until a
sharper decrease occurs at abou t 1000 Ill. The curve tends
to flatten out to a lower rate of decrease at about 1300 m
down to about 1910 m. The curve has been extended to
the bedrock. as we have indications of seasonal variations
down to around 2150 m. The extended A curve does not
intersect the origin at the bottom of the curve, probably
because active melting occurs here and a value different
from zero is to be expected. The slope of the curve
between 18 and 50kaBP (129419IOm) suggests that an
average annual precipitation rate of about 5 cm of ice
equivalent occurred at the surface during the late to mid
\Visconsin (based on £low-dynamics considerations). The
annual seasonal variations in acidity are observed clown
to about 1750 m, corresponding to 40000 years BP.
Between 1750 and 1910m, the AS are still present but
arc more difficult to resolve. \Ve believe that our dating of
the ice-core record is valid and continuous to 1910 m,
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pronounced seasonality of nitrate is also clearly seen in
Greenland icc cores ~Steffensen, 1988L

However, since nitrate and dust concentrations can be
measured continuously and with high resolution along an
ice cure, we recently measured an increment uf glacial ice
fi'om the BS68 core around 1285 m to check our annual-
layer interpretation of the ~Iaeial ECl\:1 profile. The
measurements showed that all three profiles indicate the
same "average annual-layer thickness" over the core
increment (to be published elsewhere). Still, there is a
certain amount of subjectivity in the interpretation uf the
annual cycles of both EClVl, dust and nitrate, \\'hich
suggest that our dating precisiun uf a 20000 year old ice
layer is probably ±1000 years. Csing the three straight-
line approximations shown in Figure 2c, it is pussible to
express the age- depth relationship of the BS68 core in the
mathematical equations given in Table I. The aceuracv
of the time-scale at the 11000 year Bp level is approx-
imately ±500years; the high uncertainty is due mainlv to
the brittle zone .
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Fig. 2. The /)180 and ECil/i acidi~v-concentration values
plotted as 10 m averages vs depth and the AsIor the BS68
core. Figure 2a shows the /)180 values in ppt and Figure 2b
shows the ECil/i acidi~l' levels. A.n omission exists in the
curve Jar Figure 2h hetween the surface and about 90 m

text) (fnd between 300 and 890 m (brittle .~one).
Figure 2c shalt's the average annual ice-la)'er thickness
curve (A). A Jew sequences could he used for detection of
AS in the hrittle zone (circles) but not }in' absolute values
of acidify·

correspunding to 50000 years BP. Any datin~ below
19lOm is probably less accurate.

There is, of course, a certain amount of subjectivity in
identifying annual layers, e.g. in Fi~ure 1, but the ECM
"seasonals" can be followed cuntinuously alung the core
and the correspunding "AS" decrease with depth are as
expected from flow-dynamical considerations, assuming a
constant accumulation down to about 1000 m.

The correctness and accuracy of the dating for the first
100 m are indicated by the integrated study ufthe NBY89
and BS68 cures. Seq uentia1 I C chemical analysis clearly
demonstrates that the seasonality of the ECM is almost
entirely due to a stron~ seasonal cycle of H~S04 a'nd to a
lesser extent to H;-J03' The sulphate and nitrate actually
seem to peak during the warm half-year of the Southern
Hemisphere. \Vhilst there is some evidence for the ocean
around \Vest Antarctica as a source area for the
seasonally varyin~ sulphuric acid (Prospera and others,
1991), the seasunal variation of the nitrate concentration
IS a more complex phenomenon to explain. This
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h~ure 2a shows /)wOs plotted for the entire BS68 core as
10m averages. The 10m averages depict a greater
number of years as one descends in depth. The /)IBOS

like AS are climatic parameters, which on avera~e
gradually decrease from the Holocene to the \Viscunsin:
they rapidly decrease during the Holocene/Wisconsin
transition and fluctuate considerably but at lower
(colder) levels in the \Visconsin ice age than in the'
Holocene period. There is, however, no clear indication
that the shift in the bl80 values obsnved around 1080 m
(correspondin~ to 12.1 ka Bp on our seale) coincides with
the sharp decrease shuwn in AS (Fig. 2c). The dip in the /5s
at 1005 m corresponds to an age of 10.9 ka tW. In other
words, the /)lB() curve does not show an easily identified
junction between the Holocene and the Holocene-
\Visconsin transitional zone. Note the ± 2-3%0 change
of /)180 during the Holocene; this may partly be
eXplained by upstream ice-flow conditions during the
Holocene, which must he scrutinized before the Bud
Station and Arctic ice-core /5 recurds can be compared in
a more detailed way. Details and discussion of the e'ntire
b1HO have already 'been published (johnsen and others.
1972). The Hulocene-\Visconsin transitiun is identified as
being approximatdy between 1080 m (12. I ka BPi and
1294m (18.0kaBP), a 214m core inter\'al which
represents about 5900 years.

Figure 2b shows a plot of the 10 m avera~e acidit\'
values in {Leg. H + kg 1. The inter\'al between 90 and
990 m shows higher average acid values than those
measured in the Holocene-\Yisconsin transition and the
\Yisconsin age (between 18 and 50 ka Bp), although the'
\Yisconsin ice has a relatively higher average-acidity le\'('l
than the Holocene-\Visconsin transitiun. The off-scale
acidity value between 1280 and 1290m l2.3{Leq.
H + kg-!) is by far the single highest acidity \'alue in the
entire cure (the event is due to excessive volcanism and
will be published in detail elsewhere).

The decrease in AS from the present day (11.2 cm of ice
eq uivalen t) to the end of the Holocene- \Visconsin
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transitIOn ,G . .1nn of ice eC]ui\'alcnti is the result of
thinning of beds load compaction and stretching of
la\'ers I. The a\'l'ragT accumulation during the Holocene
,including the brittle zone is approximateh II.g cm of
ice t'qni\'alcnt. During' the Holocene "'isconsin transit-
ion, the As decrease in a step-like manner from about
6.5cm at 1021m to about 2 ..1cm jllSt bdO\\' 1294m and.
finall\', to about I.:J cm at I ()10m.

DISCUSSION OF THE TIME-SCALE

This stud\' strongh' indicates that seasonal prriodicity of
the background-ln'd acid concentrations clearly persists
o\'er the BS68 core measured bet\\'een 88 and 1910 m
depths. Bele)\\' this depth, annual acid layers arc difficult
to assess. Results of' annual-]a\'e!'-thickness analysis from
tht' £C.\1 measurements include the effect of thinning of
beds due to llo\\ def()rma tion and the effect of dima til'
change as depicted in the IlIBO cur\'e. Rased on the
arguments presented abo\T. it seems e\'ident that the
£C.\1 profile has a strong' seasonal character but other
arguments. \\'hich substantiate this finding, can be
brought into the discussion.

The reportt'd lem concentration ]t'\t']s of impuritit's in
the cort' (Thompson and others, ] 975: Hammer, ] 982;
Palais and Legrand. 198.1: La ng\\a y and others, 198B\
rule out an impurit\' influence on tht' flow law as an
explanation of the A changes during the Holoeene-
\\'isconsin transitiotl. This e:-;planation is confirmed by
recent bort'holt' mt'asun'men ts ,Hanst'n and others,
1989,. It appears that the annual precipitation in the
Byrd Station area, and probabl\' O\'Cr the entirt' \\'t'st
Antarctic icc sheet in generaL increased about 2.5 times
during tht' transition {i'Uln the Late-G]acia] ice age to
Holocent' times. Similar changTs in As ha\'t' bt'en obser\'ed

in the Greenland deep-icc cores (Hammer and others,
1986: Johnsen and others, 1992:, though the data for the
D\'e 3 and Camp Century cores arc sparst'o

Recent statistical studies of annual Alb ratios at
\'arious Greenland sites o\'er the past 200 years (Clausen
and others, 1988) show about an 8% change in thc
accumulation rate for each per mille change in bIBO. This
ratio is also dcri\'ed from a prccipitation model !johnsen
and others, 1989: persona] communication from S.
Johnsen!. If this relation is applied to the appro:-;imately
7.5%0 blBO change o\'er the transition f(Hmd in thc Byrd
Station core ,)Fig. 2a), one would expect a change in the
annual precipitation by a factor of 2 ..).

Our results also indicate that a significant part of the
enhanced lOBe concentrations found in ice cores over
glacial times :Raisbeck and others, 1987; Beer and others,
]988) mainly rellect a lower rate of precipitation rather
than increased lODe production in the atmosphere. The
lOBe concentration peaks obser\'ed in the Antarctic Dome
C and Vostok ice cores, and the Greenland Camp
Century core, probably have other explanations, and
require hlrther study to establish their bi-hemispheric
significance as global refert'nce horizons. lOBe measu re-
ments on the new Summit deep-icc core fi'om Greenland
should bt' abk to soke this problem.

The dip in the BS68 btBO curve around ] 2.1 ka UP ±
0.5 ka could correspond to the Younger Dryas -Pre-Boreal
(VD-PB: time interval in the new Greenland Summit icc
cores. The sharp YD-PB transition in the Greenland cort's
(D3/81, CC(6) has been dated as 10.750 ka UP ± n.] 5 ka
(Hammer anc! otht'rs, 1986: but, based on new da ta li'om
Greenland, we obtained a value of I L) ka UP ± 0.] ka
iJohnsen and others, ]992) and 11.6 ka UP ± 0.3 ka iAlley
and others, 1993!. 1t is also interesting to note that tht'
BS68 annual-]ayer-thickness cur\'e :Fig. 2c; shows a dip
around 1024m; this depth corresponds to 11.2 ka BP in

TaMI' I. /)I'/Jlh agl' rl'lalioll.lhi/). ealculall'd annual-la)'l'r thicknesses, A, and ages, t, gilfn .field log-buuk dejllhs,
d > 150/11. basl'd un Ihe liUClIl decreasiug mlues u/lhe As ~l dejJtlz Ol'er Ihe three de/}th intervals, sllOlt'n in Figure 2c. The
slo/)(' 0/ liz!' lin!'s, n. IIII' -5.432 x 10 .J a I, -15.93 x 10 OJ a I and -1.7241 X /O-.J a I, re.\j!i'i:tiuel)'. Those sloj)es me
determined I~r Ilinge /}oinls iu lizI' inlerml.\. For Ihe top 1000 III of ire equimlent (the subtmeled 24 m corresjJonds to Ihl'
a/llolinl o/air in Ihe II/I/h'r /50 III o/jim la)'(I'.\), the hinge poinls are 0.11932 and 0.065 m of ice eq. a I. For the next 270 m,
tli( hillgc /}oints arc OJ)65 alld 0.222/11 0/ ire eq. a I alld/or 870 m of the last inlerval 0.025 and O.Of{) III of ice eq. a t.

TIIII.!. Ihe age. I], al 111I)' dellth, el] > 150 m, in the lop inter1'lll, is determined b)' t] = (lind
xln[l + (nI/O.IID:32) x (dl - 24)]

Depth inlerml
o}

.li·eld log-book

m

1024-]29-1

1294- 2 191.:1 ]

..J.!IIllIal-lr{rcr Ihickness, A,
at log-book dl'/ilh d > 150/11

m of icc cqui\'alcnt pn veal'

-:J.432 x lU
;-) el 24: + n.] ]932

] .J.9:> x 10 'id 1024 + 0.065

I.TZI I 10
,'J d 1294 + 0.02.)x

Age, I,

at log-book dejJlh
d > 150 m

veal's bef<lre 1968

Agl' al boltom of
de/ith inlcrud

years bd(Jre 1968

] 1 182

17984

(73925:
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our Byrd Station time-scale and could also correspond to
the YD-PB boreal transition in Greenland ice cores.
However, the dating accuracy of the BS68 core does not
allow a confident comparison between the "details" of the
8180 curve of the BS68 core and the corresponding
Greenland records; the same applies to the East Antarctic
deep ice cores from Vostok and Dome C (Lorius and
others, 1979, 1985). Such a comparison would havl;: to
await new well-planned deep drilling in Antarctica.
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